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I am surprised that I didn’t find anything on my Digital Footprint when I searched up my name, I 

didn’t find anything at all about me just a lot of other people.  In a way I understand why I didn’t 

find anything about me because I never really used my full name on anything so that’s probably 

why there is nothing on me.  I'm pretty sure that’s good that there's nothing about me online 

probably safer and it doesn’t show any bad parts that would affect job interviews. 

 

There being nothing about me could probably affect interviews in some way, but I don’t know 

how it would probably just be weird there's nothing about me at all but other than that I don’t 

think it would do anything that bad. 

 

For my family it wouldn’t affect anything because we don’t usually talk outside of family 

gatherings or at least just me and so I don’t think they would be looking me up online and if they 

would they just wouldn’t find anything about me so they would probably just give up or call me 

on the home phone at our house if they really needed me. 

 

If you really wanted to keep your digital footprint safe you can just not post anything dumb 

online or do anything online that when your older you would find dumb and a waste of time 

that’s really the best way to stay safe and if you are going to do dumb stuff online with ur full 

name keep your page or account private and only allow friends and people like that be able to 

follow you and see what you're doing.  The simplest way is too not use your full name on 

anything then you won't have any problem with people looking at you online because they won't 

find anything. 

 

Only thing I learnt was that there's nothing about me and I don’t think everyone wants that and 

the only way I could tell them how to not have anything about them online is not to use your full 

name on anything and to keep your things private its really that simple not really that hard like 

on most things I just right Lewis W instead of Lewis Wohlwend and then you never get into any 

problems. 


